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1. Summary

The overall objective of this project is to study shock waves of the solar
terrestrial medium in coronal and interplanetary space. These shocks are
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) slow shocks and fast shocks. Our primary interests
are to study dynamic problems related to shocks associated with coronal mass
ejections (CMEs), including the formation of shocks in coronal environment,
the transition of slow shocks to fast shocks, their evolution and their

interaction with the solar wind in coronal and interplanetary space.

During the past three years of this grant, we have produced the following

publications :

[Paper 1] Whang, Y. C., Slow Shocks and Their Transition to Fast Shocks in the
Inner Solar Wind, J. Geophys. Res., 92, 4349-4356 (1987).

[Paper 2] Whang, Y. C., Evolution of Interplanetary Slow Shocks, J. Geophys.

Res., 93, 251-255 (1988).

[Paper 3] Whang, Y. C., Forward-Reverse Shock Pairs Associated with Coronal
Mass Ejections, J. Geophys. Res., 93, 5897-5902 (1988).

[Paper 4] Whang, Y. C., CME Associated Forward-Reverse Shock Pairs, Adv.
Space les., 9, (4)81-86, (1989).

[Paper 5] Wiang, Y. C., Formation of Slow Shock Pairs Associated With Coronal

Mass Ejections, in press, in the Proceedings of the Chapman Conference on
the Physics of Magnetic Flux Ropes, AGU Publication (1989).

In the following sections, we summarize some highlights of these studies.

2. Formation of Slow Shock Pairs Associated With CMEs

In order to understand the basic physics involved in the shock formation
process, we carry out a series of MHD simulations to show that MHD shocks
formed in low-beta plasmas in the coronal environment are slow shocks. The
simulation model assumes that flow properties are functions of x and t only.
The x-direction is normal to the wave front in the forward direction of the
solar wind flow and the magnetic field vector is parallel to the xy coordinate
plane. The time-dependent MHD flow governed by a system of hyperbolic,
nonlinear equations is studied using the method of characteristics. Shocks are

treated as surfaces of zero thickness. The Rankine-Hugoniot solution is used

to calculate the jumps in flow properties at all shock crossings.

The numerical solution shown in Figure 1 demonstrates the formation of a
forward-reverse slow shock pair in a coronal environment. The initial
condition represents the impact of a high-speed (600 km/s) mass ejecta on a

low-speed (100 km/s) ambient solar wind. At t - 0 the flow velocity changes
smoothly over a distance of about 200,000 km. On the upstream (mass ejecta)
side U 1 - 600 km/s and n - 8.8 x 10 6protons/cm . On the downstream (ambient
solar wind) side, U 0 - la0 km/s and no - 6.0 x 106 protons/cm3 . The flow is
field aligned in the rest frame of reference, - 0.1, Bx - 0.8 Gauss, and 6 -
15".
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The simulation demonstrates that the difference in momentum flux is the
driving force for the formation of shock pairs. The momentum impact compresses
the plasma near the front of the CME. Large pressure disturbances propagate in
both the forward direction relative to the ambient solar wind and the reverse
direction relative to the ejecta flow. The pressure fronts steepen to from
forward and reverse MHD shocks. The flow speed profiles calculated at a time
interval of 30 seconds (Figure 1) show the gradual formation of the two shock
fronts. The resulting shocks consist of a forward slow shock and a reverse
slow shock. No fast shocks. The shock pair takes about 10 minutes to grow intc
a fully developed state.

The disturbances generated by the momentum impact also disturb the flow
field outside the interaction region bouneU by the forward-reverse slow shock
pair. But their influence is limited to the region bounded by a forward fast
mode characteristic on the downstream side and by a reverse fast mode
characteri t. .q ... i side. The ampLitudes ot disturbances outside
the slow shocks are negligibly small &ompared with jumps in flow properties
across the slow shocks.

U1= 600km/s Uo=100 km/s NI/No=1.46 #=0.i1=15 °
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Fig. 1. The flow speed profiles calculated at a time interval of 30 seconds
showing the gradual formation of the two shock fronts.
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3. A Parametric Survey of MHD Slow Shocks

We have an exact analytical method to calculate the solutions of MHD

shocks as functions of three dimensionless upstream parameters: nhe shock
Alfven number A - Un/(a cos 0), the shock angle 0, and the plasma P value.
(Here Un is the normal component of the relative shock speed, a the Alfven
speed, 0 the acute angle between the shock normal and the magnetic field, and
P the ratio of the thermal pressure p to the magnetic pressure B /8n.) A shock
is a slow shock if the shock Alfven number A is less than 1 and is a fast
shock if A is greater than 1. The magnetic field and the shock angle decrease

across a slow shock, they increase across a fast shock.

The parametric survey of slow shock soluti'ns are presented in a three
dimensional A,O,B-space. The domain of slow shock solutions in the A,6-
parameter space shrinks as the plasma P value decreases. A drastic change in
the domain of solution takes place when P is between 0.1 and 1. The change
becomes very small at very large or very small f. When the shock Alfven number

approaches one, slow shocks exist at all shock angles and at all 6 values. At
any given value of 6, a whole range of changes in B2 /BI, from 0 to i, may take

place. On the other hand the range of change in thermodynamic properties
strongly depends on the P value. In Figure 2 of Paper 2 shows the density
ratio, p2/pl, in the three dimensional A,0,5-parameter space. (A similar plot
has been made for the pressure ratio.) Slow shocks covering a widc range of
density jumps exist in the low 0 region (where Pi < 0.1). On the other hand,
only slow shocks with weak density jumps exist in the high 0 region (where P
1). Therefore, in the coronal space where the P value of the solar wind is in
the order of 0.1, all physical properties may jump across a slow shock over a
wide range of magnitudes. Near 1 AU the plasma P value is in the order of 1,

the jumps in thermodynamic properties across a slow shock must be small but
the change in the magnetic field is not necessarily small.

4. Transition of Slow Shocks to Fast Shocks

Whang [Paper 1] first studitd the possible existence of forward slow shocks

preceding some CMEs and their global geometry. When the speed of ejected CME
material relative to the ambient solar wind exceeds the local magnetoacoustic
speed, an MHD shock front forms at the leading edge of the compressed ambient
plasma shell. In coronal space, the Alfven speed is of the order of 1000 km/s.
If a forward MHD shock forms preceding the compressed ambient plasma shell

associated with the CME, the shock Alfven number can be less than 1 and the
shock can be a forward slow shock. The large-scale global surface of a forward

slow shock should have a bow-shaped surface with its nose facing the sun
because the slow-mode MHD waves and MHD shocks are upstream-inclined [Sears
and Resler, 1961]. The relative shock speed varies from point to point on the

curved surface of an MHD shock. The slow shock is relatively stronger at the
nose. The shock becomes weaker on the flank and asymptotically approaches
slow-mode MHD waves.

Sheeley et al. [1985] have demonstrated a close association between

interplanetary shocks and CMEs. They reported that with very few exceptions
interplanetary shocks detected at Helios A are produced by CMEs observed from
Solwind coronagraph. Richter et al. [1985] reported a very certain
identification of a forward slow shock at 0.31 AU. Hundhausen et al. [1987]

studied CMEs observed from the coronagraphs aboard Skylab and on the Solar
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Maximum Mission satellite. The observed flattening of the tops of some mass
ejection loops suggests the possible existence of traveling forward slow
shocks immediately in front of some CMEs. The observed speeds for the outward
motion of CMEs show that the speed at which a CME is overtaking the ambient
coronal plasma is less than the Alfven speed but greater than the soind speed
for many (probably most) observed CMEs. This supports the possible existence
of fnrward slow shocks.

The Alfven speed of the interplanetary plasma decreases at increasing
heliocentric distance in the inner solar wind. As a forward slow shock travels
outwards from the sun, the decrease in the Alfven speed causes the shock
Alfven number of a forward slow shock to become greater than 1 at increasing
heliocentric distances and the shock evolves from a slow shock into a fast
shock. The large-scale global surface of a traveling forward fast shock has a
bow-shaped surface with its nose facing away from the sun.

Whang [Paper 1] has a theory to (xplain the transition of traveling 6iu
shocks into traveling fast shocks as shown in Figure 6 of Paper 1. The Alfven
speed of the interplanetary plasma decreases at increasing heliocentric
distance in the inner solar wind. As the forward slow shock moves outwards
from the sun, the decrease in the Alfven speed causes the shock Alfven number
to reach 1 near the nose of the shock surface, the transition from a forward
slow shock to a forward fast shock begins to take place at a point of the
shock surface where the shock angle equals 00. The onset of transition must
occur in the region of interplanetary space where ,< 2/7 or 1.2. At the onset
of the transition the forward slow shock smoothly converts to a system
consisting of a forward slow shock, a very weak forward rotational
discontinuity (an Alfven wave), and a very weak forward fast shock (a fast MHD
wave).

During the transition, the system consists of a slow shock, a fast shock,
and a rotational discontinuity. The three surfaces of discontinuity intersect
along a closed transition line. As the system moves outward from the sun the
transition line moves laterally across the field lines, the area enclosed by
the closed loop of the transition line expands continuously, the fast shock
grows stronger, and the slow shock becomes weaker. Eventually, the slow shock
diminishes and the entire system evolves into a forward fast shock. Such a
system may have been observed from ISEE 1 and 3. Kennel et al. [1984a, b]
reported that on November 12, 1978, ISEE 1 and 3 observed a forward fast shock
associated with a pair of flares which occurred some 48 hours earlier. The
shock was followed by a strong rotational discontinuity at approximately 40 RE
downstream of the shock. This sequence of events resembles the forward
transition system.

5. Evolution of CME Associated Shock Pairs

Recently, Whang [Paper 3] suggests that for some CMEs their interaction
with the ambient solar wind can produce a forward-reverse shock pair as shown
in Figure 1 of Paper 3. We may call the ejected material the CME plasma which
is separated from the solar wind plasma in the background corona by an
interface. The large momentum of the high-speed mass ejecta exerts an
excessive pressure on the ambient plasma shell in a narrow region in front of
the CME. The high-speed mass ejecta causes a sudden increase in the pressure
of the plasma near the top of the CME on both sides of the interface.
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In response to the large pressure in the compressed ambient plasma shell,
the CME plasma immediately behind the interface is decelerated, compressed and
heated. This compressed CMF plasma is confined in a narrow region bounded by
the interface on the forward side and by a pressure front on the reverse side.
The front of the compressed CME plasma propagates in the reverse direction
relative to the ejecta flow, it may steepen to from a reverse shock.

The ejected CME plasma carrying a c trong magnetic fielt is a low-fl plasma
in which the slow mode magnetoacoustic speed Cs is much less than the Alfven
speed a. The reverse shock associated with CME can be a slow shock if the
normal componient of the relative shock speed U n is greater than Cs but less
than a cos 0. Whang estimated that the reverse shock can be a slow shock
whether the forward one is a slow-mode or a fast-mode shock. As a slow shock
pair travels outward from the Sun, the decrease in the Alfven speed with
increasing heliocentric distance causes the slow shocks to evolve into fast
shocks.

MacQueen [1980] suggested that CMEs do not carry out distended field very
far to interplanetary space, but rather are subject to a reconnection process.
He proposed that CME loops must magnetically disconnect from the sun and form
a closed magnetic structure.

Burlaga et al. [1981] analyzed the magnetic field configuration behind
three shocks. They found a systematic configuration of the magnetic field and
called it the magnetic cloud. Klein and Burlaga [1982] identified 45 clouds in
interplanetary data obtained near 1 AU between 1967 and 1978. They coirnared
the physical properties of magnetic clouds with those of CMEs and suggested an
association of some clouds with disconnected magnetic structures of CMEs. They
identified a magnetic cloud as an interplanetary structure in which the
magnetic field strcngth is higher than average, the magnetic field direction
rotates monotonically through a large angle, the temperature is low, and the
plasma 6 is s4gnificantly lower than 1. A good case of an association between
a CME observed by Solwind and a magnetic cloud observed at 0.54 AU by Helios 1
two days later was presented by Burlaga et al. [1982].

In summary, two important evolutions of the shock pairs associated with
CMEs may occur in interplanetary space. First, a CME loop eventually
disconnect from the sun to form a closed magnetic structure. The disconnected
bubble manifests as a magnetic cloud in interplanetary space. Second, as the
CME associated forward-reverse shock pair moves outwards in interplanetary
space, they evolve into a pair of fast shocks. The reverse shock first
propagates within the magnetic cloud, but eventually the reverse shock must
exit the cloud to became detached from the magnetic cloud. Then both the
forward and the reverse shocks propagate in the ambient solar wind. Therefore,
the interplanetary consequence of some CMEs should consist of a magnetic cloud
accompanied by a fast shock pair. The forward fast shock propagates preceding
the cloud and the reverse fast shock is either within or behind the cloud.

Klein and Burlaga [1982] reported that about one third of clouds identified
near 1 AU between 1967 and 1978 are preceded by a shock. There are several
examples involving the observation of a shock pair associated with a CME or
magnetic cloud. Lepping et al. [1988] reported that a large magnetic cloud
accompanied by a shock pair was observed on October 31 and November 1 of 1972
from IMP 7. The event was associated with a unurually longlasting soli. flaie
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which occurred some 49 hours earlier. Gosling et al. [1988] have identified
two CME associated shock pairs at I AU from ISEE 3. Another event involvin6 a
shock pair and a magnetic cloud was observed on August, 1982, from Voyager 2
at 10.3 AU [Burlaga et al., 1985]. This observation shows that for a long-
lived cloud, the reverse shock had enough time to propagate through the cloud,
exited the rear of the cloud, and appeared closely behind the cloud.
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SLOW SHOCKS AND THEIR TRANSITION TO FAST SIO1KS IN T1N .7:, ..

Y. C. Whang

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Catholic Universi of A::>,-' 1,

Abstract. The jump conditions of MHD shocks slow shock to ,ecome g-
may be directly calculated as functions of three heliocentric distances, in! ,i, slo'k,
upstream conditions: the shock Alfven number evolves from a slow shock io aI
based on the normal component of the relative theoretical predict ion for t . . v

shock speed, the shock aagle, and the plasma qi raveling slow shocks ind .
value. The shock Alfven number is less than 1 for fast shocks was first pi , ,:;!t,
a slow shock and greater than 1 for a fast shock. Meeting of the American Ceoph 's -ai io
A traveling, forward shock can be a slow shock in 1986a. Recently, we have carri-e,! at- a , -i
coronal space, where the Alfven speed is of the solution to demonstrate the transition pr-c- ,
order of 1000 km/s. The surface of a forward slow This paper contains a formal present aioi
shock has a bow-shaped geometry with its nose these researches.
facing toward the sun. The decrease in the Alfven Theoretical investigations of MH) slow sl.s
speed at increasing heliocentric distaal causes in space plasma have been reported bv Ne at

the shock Alfven number of a forward slow shock [1976', Rosenau and Suess [1977, Whang O
j

to become greater than 1, and the shock 1986a, b], Hada and Kennel [1985'. and Edmisra,:.
eventually evolves from a slow shock into a fast and Kennel :1986]. Very few of the observed
shock. During the transition the shock system interplanetary shocks are slow shocks.
consists of a slow shock, a fast shock, and a Observations of interplanetary slow shocks near 1
rotational discontinuity. They intersect along a AU have been reported by Chao and Olbert l1'4

closed tranrsition line. As the system moves and by Burlaga and Chao 197i>. However,
outward from the su', the area enclosed by the observations of slow shocks by Helios at a
transition line expands, the fast shock grows heliocentric distance of 0.31 AU 'Richter et al.,
stronger, and the slow shock becomes weaker. 1985] and by ISEE 3 beyond 100 earth's radii in
Eventually, the slow shock diminishes, and the the geomagnetic tail [Feldman et al., 1985
entire shock system evolves into a forward fast greatly increase our interest in slow shocks. A
shock, better understanding of the MHD slow shock

process way have direct applications to ti
1. Introduction magnetic field reconnection process and *c shock

processes in coronal space, in interplanetary

Interplanetary traveling shocks are associated space, and in geomagnetic tails.
with c,, "ona mass eiectio-.n and flares [Dryer Recently, A. J. Hundhausen et al. 1Do slow
1975; Hildner, 19/7; MacQueen, 1980; Sheeley et shocks precede some coronal mass ejection7.
al.. 1985]. If the speed of the pjp ted material svo' mitted to Jour.,of Geophvsical Researcn,
relative to the ambient solar wind exceeds the 1986) (hereafter referred to as HH[L) studied the
local magnetoacoustic speed, a outward motion for coronal mass ejections
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) shock front forms at observed by the Skylab coronagraph and the SMM
the leading edge of the compressed ambient plasma coronagraph. The measured speeds of coronal mass
s:,l Th- M-D shock -rocess plays an important ejections indicate that many sass ejectios move

role in influencing solar terrestrial reitr.r,. lnrr' ela, -c,',,,- - -'.s "iatar than the
The solutions of MHD shocks may be expressed gasdynamic sound speed hot slower than th. Alf' Te

as functions of three upstream conditions: the speed. This has been interpi.ted as a support for
shock Alfven number based on the relative shock the possible formation of slow MilD shocks
speed A - Un (a cos 8), the shock angle 8, and immediately in front rF :;co.J ronal mas
the plasma 0 value. (Here U. is the normal ejections.
component of the relative shock speed, a the

Alfven speed, 8 the acute angle between the shock 2. Interplanetary Slow Shock and It s Tr-insi a n
normal and the magnetic field, and 6 the ratio of to Fast Shock
t~e thermal pressure p to the magnetic pressure
B /8?g.) Two kinds of MOD shocks, the fast ,,tid the Two kinds of MHI) shocks, the fast and the slow

0 slow shocks, may exist. A shock is a slow shock shocks. may exist: in coronal andti int rplanet,
if the shock Alfven number A is less than 1 and space. The plasma density, the thermal pressure,
is a fast shock if A is greater than 1. and the total pressure ("he sum of the thrmal

A traveling, forward MilD shock can he a slow and the magnetic oressures) all iT-last,' acros
shock in coronal s,ace where the Alfven speel i an MHD shock. The mlanetic field and the shock
of the order of 11)0( km/s. [li Alf,,ein speed angle decrease across a slow shock and increase
decreases at Increasing heliocentric distance In a,ross a fast Shock Th, de11s:tv rat i i '1 j, i-
the inner solar wind. The decrease in the AlfvIn oft en Used as a measule of thi( shock str,-:l
speed causes the shock AlfIven Tiumber of a forwrld ler th uhsciipt I dleTnotes ii, low '1 ollWli 1 ion

ilpstreall of a shock, and ' der,'te. ti1 flow

Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Ini , cltldit il:: downstream. Fipures I and -' show th,-

O5IlslM" cottoIiUrs fot toe densitv ratio and the
Paper number 6A87210 ,signetic field ratio for slow at:d fas' sil, i'.

0148-0227/87/006A-872$0'1 00 reoeti. ely as functions of lie dme' sio:!.-:



4350 thang Interplanetary Slow Shock

O.A 0.q 0.5 ".6 0.7 0.9 0.9 i.0 begins to take place The shock angI C - 0 a!
907 j the initial transit ion point The onset of

o1 transition can occur in the region where 6 217

75-. ot i.2. Here I is the ratio of specit'ic heats.
" All calculations carried out in this paper use -

CD - 0; 3 for a fully ionized plasma Note that when
60- Q: B, Ri t,3 - 21y, the Alfven speed equals the gasdvnamic60 , /., sound speed When 8 < 1.2, the phase speed of the

C . " • ' fast MHD wave equals the Alfven speed at 6 - 0
45- 1 1, .The t-z ;lots In Figure 2 demrsti.te that near A

_K i.' ' . - -i, fast MHD shocks exist when , < 1.2 and but
U- not when 0 > 1.2.
0- rAt greater heliocentric distances the forward

slow shock may eventually evolve into a forward

15- 0 2 1 '41 fast shock. Looking at a forward fast shock from
15V =the sun, the back side surface of the forward

I traveling fast shock is concave because the fast
0. 1 mode MHD waves and MHD shocks are downstream-

4 C.5 0.6 7 9inclined. Thus the large-scale 61obal surface of
Alfven Number= Un/(a Cos 0) a traveling forward fast shock has a bow-shaped

Fig. 1. The constant contours for the density surface wi'
-
r its nose facing away from the sun as

ratio and the magnetic field ratio of slow shown in the right panel of Figure 3. The
shocks. The jump conditions of MHD shocks can be deflection angle of the magnetic field represents
directly calculated as functions of three the increase of the shock angle across a fast
dimensionless upstream parameters: the shock shock.
Alfven number A - Unl /(al cos 61

) , 
the shock During the transition the shock system

angle 91, and l. The magnitude of the magnetic consists of a slow shock, a fast shock, and a
field decreases across a slow shock. rotational discontinuity which may be referred to W

as a slow-fast shock system. We will continue to
discuss the slow-fast shock system.

upstream parameters: the shock Alfven number A

Unl /(a, cos 61)
, 
the shock angle 91, and fll 3. Jump Conditions of MHD Shocks

In coronal space the Alfven speed is of the
order of loon k',/s; an MHD shock in the inneL We obtain a direct and simple solution for the
solar wind is a slow shock if the shock Alfven jump conditions of MHD oblique shocks. The jump

number A is less than I. An interesting feature
of interplanetary slow shocks is that the sirface

of a forward slow shock should have a bow-shaped 90
surface with its nose facing the sun. The sketch

on the left panel of Figure 3 shows the predicted 75 02

geometry of a forward slow shock on the helio- -D

graphic eq.,or. The solar wind plasma enters a P/P Pt P,--
shock from its front side. The front side (the

upstream side) of a forward shock is the side C X AX 7
farther away from the sun and back side (the _•..
downstream side) is the side closer to the sun. 8 30

An. impcrtart :haracteristic of slow sh--.z; (ar. Z77 -

slow MHD waves) is that they are upstream- . - . - _ ,"

inclined [Sears and Resler, 1961]. Therefore, 15 ,/

locking at the forward slow shock from the sun, .
one sees the convex back side surface of the slow 0'

shock. The relative shock speed varies from point

to point on the curved surface of an MHD shock,
The slow shock is relatively stronger at the 90
nose. The shock becomes weaker on the flank and 2
asymptotically approaches to slow mode MHD waves. 7520
The shock angle 6 decreases across the slow shock

by a deflection angle 6. HHL pointed out that CD 60P
the upstream inclined nature of slow MHD shocks A

is relative to the magnetic field geometry; thus C .

in a diverging radial background field, a large- -/ " 'i .
scale traveling slow shock may have a rather flat 8 /.

configuration. They used the observed flattening /"

of the tops of some mass ejection loops as they 1/5 lz
move outward through the corona to support the
Sossihie existence o t . .aveling .. .. .. "

In the inner heliosphere the Alfven speed 01
decreases at increasing heliocentric distance. As Alfven Number U,/(o cos ,
a forward slow shock travels outward from the Fig. 2. The constant contours for the density
sn,. the decrease in the Alfven speed causes the ratio and the magnetic field ratio of fast
shock Alfven numher of a forward slow shock to shocks. The magnitude of the magnetic field
reach I near the nose of the shock surface, and increases across a fast shock. Near A - 1, fast
the transition from a slow shock to a fast shock shocks exist when 6l - 1.2 but not when 1 k.2.0
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decreases ac rosr the slow shock by a deflection No-e thit thle se sol ut-ons are in~di4'-nd-itJ

angle 6 As a forward slow shock travels outward the vec Ic it' components V, and U, V can h

from the sun. the decrease in the Al fven speed 1;rec, lv c-al cul ated I ram 4 The shock s o , 1i on

causes the shock Alfven number of a forward slow reanunchanged ifan arhitrarv U is1 ad'i-d to0
shock to reach I near the nose of the shock hotl ide 11( f the shoes

surface, and the transition from a slow shock to It is 'on.'enient to deno11te the densjtV cat io

* a fast shock beginks to take place. At large N
heliocentric distances the slow 1- is totally
evolved into a fast shock The large-scale glohal V' n, '1~ n2
surface of a traveling forward fast shock has a
how-shaped surface with its nose facing awav from i~an f rom 2'and r we obtain

the sun, as shown on the right panel. The shock2 2

angle increases across a fast shock r7 A 2B,') (A 2 _l"Bil + "

and
condit ions of MHD shocks (-an be calcuilate'! in

2 2
terms of some shock parameters, which are t7 - I =(A 1) (B2 - Bt I )/I (A -

1 1 5
t 1 t

sometimes defined in terms of physical properties
on hoth sides of the shock This method of (2

solution has all 7.hook parameters defined in
t erms o f the tup St r eam ITCOnd It ion 0 lj WS( 1n1Y1T te rm s of A and ?7, we can wri te a) aTId ('4

It is conveniecot to formul ate the shock rsetielas
soluition '.~gan nt s-coorditnate svst Ca
at tachedl to the shock surface. Let n he the' ii p-'/ .= L ',bt - Btj

inormal to the shock surface and point ing 2
the r!i rectri on of mass flow Since the shock (B ti t2 - )(A~ 2 t B 1 ' ?.wl li

01mm)1,1 1 andl the mnentic- fie'ld ("-cIr on hth

0ie i a shock. B1 anid B ', ai-e coplba. t, a nd
coplanar ity pi one is' choseni as; the tt coordl rinit~

lne. This, means (hi' Vs - 0 on hoth sides- ot i'2/,' ?7v + W(' - 1)/Ylt.A -
3

ti + B t2 1
he ;hock

We ise a pair of hi a kets to mienoti, the julm!o -71) 2 + Bt2 )4Bl2 _ Bt22/87t PI
of a physical quan, itv Q across, the shock e g

(1-i

Q) ~ -h

Subtfractri ng (13 ) from (L1a), we ohtain
it- U he the flow ''pl 'ai* V in a fra[I of

teteazta'ime' to thc shock suirf; ci At an- r- I + y l)/' f)(A 
2 

- )BtI + 132
inst a nt thle '04. ml'1 i s 1ama in~'l ma '' j f I -

... it M111t sh,; k mi it it'.'v the 07) ''ii 'j )(Bn' Bt", mBtI - B "Sx8 Btp

t2 t2 ]

Dividling equation (15) by qi 1 . making Cuet oif

n'~~~~~~ nn pi)/8', -H (1)nd rarranging the result as a cubic'

Cijia t ion in Bt 2' we have
-B B

RI+ D 2132 + D1 Bt-,+ DO '6

TIhe- ueff icients 5i are filti ions of mliit

2 1 'p,pC - ronli t i os
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Fig. 4. For eac)h given value of 61the jump conditions of f lowIpelti
such as the total pressure ratio p2 */P I* and the de fIe Ctio in(T!Ic f I '_;

shocks can be plotted as functions of A and P I At the lower I i of A x,
deflection angle 6 - 0 snd there are no jumps in p. T, p, B, anil p At t,
upper limit, the shocks are known as the switch-off shocks. Slow shockex:.
for all finite values of 81. When 61> 1, slow shocks exlst M in vr,. '-in I

domain in the A, 9 1 -parameter space, and these shocks are vet tu.-*.

1)(A 
2  

lB 2 
m
t a cubic equation in density ratio. The
11) B ' tlcoefficients of the cubic equation in B t2

I), S~p -2B2 .~2 - B2) obtained in (16) are much simpler tb-in theirDI n8rp 2110y- y-1 ' IB counterparts obtained by Lust. The second method

(A 1) involves the introduction of a shock parameter
which is a function of some flow conditions on

0, K 2 - .(A liEboth sides of the shock Helfer, 1953; Bazer aind
Ericson, 1959; Kulikovskii and Lynbimov. 1Q6(2;

Lynn, 19661. Insofar as the downstream conditions
',n tith.)tsrream con~li tionIs are( given, WeP f i rs of a shock are completely unknown, as in the0
sn)ive (16) for B, 7 . Next, we -an calculate all example shown in the next section for the slow-
o'her Iump conditions. The solutions 4 itt. the fast shock system, the present solution is
..hock Al fven TIumher A greater than I represeirt believed to be a more direct and Simple method of
f1st shocks, and the so lutions with A less thtan 1 soluition for MHD shocks.

represent slow shocks. The cuhic equation (6) As shown In Figures 1 and 2. for each given
may I a-e onie or three real coots. flowevor, fot value of 01the jump conditions can he plotted As

ungiven) upstream cditon.no more than one functions of A and- Q l. For varving valuies of .
root, produces at shock so hit ion w it~h density rat ii) we plot the conIstant contours of the total
,7 g7reater than I pressure raltf ip 2 *,'pl* and' the deflect ion ang :e

Al gebra ic solut ions oIf M14D shocks have- been in Figures 4 and 5 for slow shocks andi faist
eoc ens;iveolv e;t 'oh e hy Marv authors u1sing two shocks, respect 1"e1v. The exist ence -fI shock

no itia I methods- of approach. We take thle same solutions requi res that
approach as u.tst [19Y) us ing only the upstream
conditions oif a shock as the input for the

calculation. His method involves the solution of n I Cs I
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Fig. 5. For each given value ,f C the _(tn, COndi tionIS Of 5110ck

plotted as functions of A and 6 .When 0 1 - J, the low(et lifrt of A -1
for 6, < 

2
11 and equals -y8 1 12 for 01> 

2
1/y. Recause the 01 set 01 -'s!i~

from sic- shock to fast shock can take place onlv -whon the lower 1r.
unity, it must occur in the region of interplanet :.pcc whero '

for slow shocks and shOC~s are known as~ he sw-,choil shocks Wlien

61-0, the l owe r i m it -q'al Is jq for ,
U Un1 > C f and equals 1 fo. 01 > 2/y '.hen 4- '45. thui

lower limit equals (I + ' , \1 - otc *14.,* *hts
for fast shocks, where C. and Cf are the normal limiting value of A is less than I foi tl f1 Q'"speed (the phase speed) of the slow and fast values of 21. Thus slow shocks exl, for ;al

2

magnetoacoustic wave finite values of 21. When 3l >, I slow shnJks

2 2 2 exist in a very small domain in the A.,1
s (a + c )/2 parameter space, and th~se shocks are vrv weak

*- 2 + c
2 2  

4c~2 5 12/7 i7 At the lower hlmt of A - (1 + 21y9, wheTI 91
((a 4a) 12c(17) - 900, the group speed for -lie sl )ow mod 1

magnetoacoustic wave equals (1/a' 4 11c')
and which is the magnetoacoustic cusp speed.

22 2 From (18) .4e find -hat for given 21l and 4,
C f - a + c2 )/2 the shock Alfven number of la ;t shocks has a

+ ((a 
2 

+ c z)
2 

_ 4a 
2
c
2
cos

2
g)i

2
/12 (IS) loelit

2 1 + -Y0112 + J(( + y2l/2) 2 - 2101cos 20 1 /l
2

-.,here c is the gasdynam ic sound speed, c
2  

yP/'4'. 2>-----

From (17) we obtain that for given fl1 an 01 ,2 Cos 2 1
slow shocks exist in the interval

I + 1-1/2 + jj1/ 2 2 1 At the lower limit the fast shock approaches a
432 _22 2101cos 91 fast ma,netoacoustic wave, the deflection angleS

- ------------ equals 0, and there is no jump in an, flow
*2 cos'2801  property. When 61 - 0, the lower lim it equals 1

<A2 1for 231 < 2/y and equals y8 /I for 61 > 
2 /-y. The

<A 1onset of transition from slow shock to fast shock
can take place only wheo tho lower limit of A is

These limiits are shown in Figure 14 for Var lisI on 1it y at 8 1 - 0. For t hi s re as on the onset Of
values of 01. At the lower limit the dcflectio01 transition must occur in the region of
angle 6 - 0, and there is no jump in p, T, p. ittterplane'arv space where M '. or 1
or p*. At the upper limit the delleCt 1011 angle iLet US flow exam inC t ho COTISt int rOot) IUI for-
equals 8 1 (ie. 2 - 0 and B, 0), and the the deflect ion aingle 6 in Figure ') for h-
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The proposed slow-fast shock system shown in
Figure 6 which may represent a physical process
for the transition of sltw shocks to fast shocks
in the inner solar wind requires that the flow

properties in the immediat-e neighborhood of the 0
transition line satisfy all jump conditions of
MHD discontinuity surfaces. The method of

solution is to treat the normal directions of the
four shock waves and the rotational angles of the
two rotational discontinuities ar six unknown
variables. In order to analyze the flow
conditions in the immediate neighborhood of the

Sun transition line it is convenient to introduce a

" coordinate system attached to the transition line
T as shown in Figure 7. We choose the z axis

tangential to the transition line and the z,x
/ plane parallel to the magnetic field vector B

-\ upstream of the shock system. The normal
directions of all surfaces of discontinuity are

parallel to the x,y plane. 0
We present a simple numerical example in which

the upstream solar wind velocity relative to the
shock system U is parallel to the x,y plane. The

.~. direction of the x axis is chosen in such a way
\ /that Ux is positive upstream of the shock system.

To have the shock Alfven number for the slow
Fig. 6. The configuration of a slow-fast shock shock S2 less than I and that for the fast shock
system predicted by this study for the transition F1 greater than 1, U must be positive. The
of traveling forward slow shock to fast shock, example is carried out here using the following
The principal components of the system are a slow upstream conditions:
shock (S), a fast shock (F), and a rotational
discontinuity (R), as slown in this sketch. The - 0.2
three surfaces of discontinuity intersect along a
closed loop which may be called a transition U/a - 1.2
line. The strength and the direction of each
surface of discontinuity make sudden changes arctan(Uy/Ux) - 300
across the transition line.

arctan(Uz/Ux) - 00

When 01 < 2/y, the shock angle jumps from 0 to a arctan(By/Bx) - 01
significantly large angle for A slightly greater
than 1. These solutions represent switch-on arctan(Bz/Bx) - 100
shocks. Switch-on shocks can not exist in the
region where 0 > 1.2. Let us first identify the three upstream

parameters for the slow shock S2: 0 is given; t,
4. The Slow-Fast Shock System shock Alfven number and the shock angle can be

calculated once the normal direction of S2 is
During the transition the slow-fast shock given. This means that for a given normal

system has a complicated configuration. We obtain direction of S2 we can solve the cubic equation
a numerical solution to demonstrate that the (16) for Bt2 and calculate the magnetic field
principal components of such a system are a slow vector downstream of S2. Then we use (7) to
shock (S), a fast shock (F), and a rotational calculate [Ut] and the flow velocity vector
discontinuity (R), as sketched in Figure 6. The downstream of S2. B and Uz downstream of S2 are
three surfaces of discontinuity intersect along a not zero any more. &e next step is to calculate
closed curve which may be called a transition P2 and P2 using (11) and (13). Therefore, once
line. The strength and the direction of each the normal direction of S2 is given, we can
surface of discontinuity make sudden changes determine all flow conditions downstream of S2 by
across the transition line. Let Sl, RI, and Fl solving a system of nonlinear algebraic
denote the discontinuities inside the closed loop equations. Following the same procedure, once the
of the transition line and S2, R2, and F2 the normal direction of F1 is given, we can determine
discontinuities outside the closed loop. At the all flow conditions downstream of Fl.
onset of the transition process the fast shock Since the shock Alfven number of RI and R2
and the rotational discontinuity are very weak must be unity, this condition is used to
discontinuities As the svstem moves outward from determine the normal direction of the two
the sun, the transition line moves laterally rotational discontinuities. The strength of a
across the field lines in directions facing away rotational discontinuity may be measured by the
from the noses of the three bow-shaped surfaces rotational angle of the tangential magnetic field
of discontinuity, the area enclosed by the closed vector. We use the right-hand rule to determine
loop of the transition line expands continuouslv, the positive direction for the rotational angle.
the fast shock grows stronger, and the slow shock Now we can calculate all flow conditions
becomes weaker. downstream of RI and R2, respectively, for given
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El RI system (equations (16), (7), (11), and (13)) to
SI determine the flow conditions downstream of the

two shocks. In summary, the flow conditions
downstream of Si and F2 are functions of six
parameters: the normal directions of the four
shock waves and the rotational angles of the two
rotational discontinuities. The six parameters

P, -- are treated as six unknown variables to be
determined by boundary conditions for the flows

-. downstream of S and F2.
The flows downstream of Si and F2 are

separated by a contact discontinuity. Across the
* contact surface the flow must satisfy threeL• / \conditions: (1) the aagnetic field B be

continuous, (2) the thermal pressure p be
continuous, and (3) the velocity vectors be
parallel. The three conditions are actually

S2 R2 ['2 represented by six scalar equations. We can

Fig.7. A coordinate system attached to the numerically solve the system of nonlinear
transition line T is used for the analysis of the equations for the six unknown variables. Note
flow conditions in the immediate neighborhood of that since U x B is continuous across each of the
T. The z axis is tangential to the transition MHD shocks and rotational disconcinuities,
line and the z,x plane is parallel to the conditions I and 3 guarantee that U is also
magnetic field vector B upstream of the shock continuous across the contact discontinuity.
system. We study a simple case in which the Following the procedure outlined above, we have
upstream solar wind velocity relative to the obtained a numerical solution which satisfies the
shock system U is parallel to the x,y plane. The jump conditions across the four shock waves, two

5 direction of the x axis is chosen in such a way rotational discontinuities, and one contact
that Ux is positive upstream of the shock system. discontinuity. Important parameters of the
S1. RI, and Fl denote the discontinuities inside solution identified with each shock and
the closed loop of the transition line. S2, R2, rotational discontinuity obtained from this
and F2 are outside the closed loop. The flow example are listed in Table 1.
downstream of Sl and F2 is separated by a contact If Bz - 0 upstream of the slow-fast shock
discontinuity, system, Bz - 0 everywhere in the immediate

neighborhood of T. The rotational angles are zero
• for both Rl and R2. The problem is reduced to

rotational angles. At this point, we have solving a nonlinear system for four unknown
calculated the flow properties U/a, B, p, and directional angles of the shocks.
downstream of RI and R2. The analysis of the flow conditions in the

Once the normal directions of F2 and Sl are immediate neighborhood of the transition line
given, we can calculate the three upstream shock suggests that during the transition process the
parameters (A, 8, and 6) for each shock. Once large-scale slow-fast shock system can have a
again, we can solve the nonlinear algebraic configuration as shown in Figure 6. This model

TABLE 1. An Illustrative Example for the Slow-Fast Shock System

Discontinuity SI S2 Fl F2 RI R2

Normal Direction of Each Discontinuity
* arctan(ny/nx) -48.8 -44.0 34.6 37.2 9.7 -6.0

Direction of U and BBehind Each Discontinuity
arctan(Uy/Ux) 21.2 32.3 18.2 21.2 18.3 31.6
arctan(Uz/Ux) 4.3 1.1 3.4 4.3 3.4 1.5
arctan(By/Bx) -13.2 -1.7 -11.4 -13.2 -11.4 -2.9

arctan(Bz/Bx) 12.4 9.7 12.8 12.4 12.9 !1.2
Rotation Angle of Bt -0.02 7.06

Jump Conditions of the Four Shocks
0.200 0.200 0.200 0.322

A1  0.474 0.467 1.476 1.663
61 39.15 44.89 35.84 41.19
B2/B I  0.976 0.972 1.196 1.207
P2!,0 1.296 1.283 1.221 1.239

* T2/T1  1.195 1.186 1.173 1.174

P2/Pl 1.548 1.521 1.432 1.455

)2 0,325 0.322 0.200 0.322
A2  0.416 0.412 1.336 1,493
62 37.36 43.19 47.34 51.44
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for the transition process infers that a into interplanetary space, in Study of

traveling forward slow shock observed in the Traveling Interplanetary Phenomena 19/,

inner solar wind can be part of a single bow- edited by M. A. Shea, D. F. Smart, and S. T.

shaped slow shock surface or of a complicated Wu, pp. 3-21, D. Reidel, Hingham, Mass.. 1977.

slow-fast shock system. It also infers that the Kulikovskii, A. G., and C. A. Lynblmov, 0
transition process provides a mechanism which Magnetohydrodynamics, p. 96, State Physics arid

generates rotational discontinuities in Mathematics Press, Moscow, 1962.

interplanetary space. The presence of shock- Lust, R., Stationare magneto-hydrodynamische

rotational discontinuity sequences in the stosswellen belieger starke, Z. Naturforsch.,

observational data (C. F. Kennel, private 10a, 125, 1955.
communication, IQ86) possibly supports the Lynn, Y. M., Magnetohydrodynamic shocks in
existence of slow-fast shock systems predicted b nonaligned flow, Phys. Fluids, 9, 314. 1966.

this model. MacQueen, R M., Coronal transients: A summary,
Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, Ser. A, 297.
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EVOLUTION OF INTERPLANETARY SLOW SHOCKS

Y. C. Whang

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C

Abstract. The possible existence of traveling plasma density, the thermal pressure, and the

forward slow shocks, their global geometry and total pressure (the sum of the thermal and the
their transition to forward fast shocks have been magnetic pressures) all increase across an MHD

discussed in a recent paper. The decrease in the shock. The magnetic field and the shock angle
Alfven speed at increasing heliocentric distance decrease across a slow shock and increase across

causes the evolution of a forward slow shock into a fast shock. Observations of slow shccks have
a forward fast shock. During the transition the been reported by Chao and Olbert [1970], Burlaga
shock system consists of a slow shock, a fast and Chao [1971], Richter et al. [1985], and
shock, and a rotational discontinuity. This paper Feldman et al. 11985].

continues to discuss three aspects about the In a recent paper [Whang, 1987] (hereafter
evolution of interplanetary slow shocks. We first referred to as paper 1), we studied traveling

present a survey of slow shock solutions in a interplanetary forward slow shocks and their

three-dimensional A,0,0 parameter space. Here A - transition to forward fast shocks in the inner
Un/(a cos 8) is the shock Alfven number, Un the solar wind. In coronal space, the Ait en speed is

normal component of the relative shock speed, a of the order of 1000 km/s; the shock Alfven
the Alfven speed, 0 the acute angle between the number of an MHD shock in the inner solar wind
shock normal and the magne ic field, and 0 the can be less than 1 and the shock can be a slow
ratio of t~e thermal pressure p to the magnetic shock. An important characteristic of slow shocks
pressure B /8fr. In a region where the plasma 0 (and slow MHD waves) is that they are upstream-

value is on the order of I or greater, the jumps inclined [Sears and Resler, 1961]. The large-

in thermodynamic properties across a slow shock scale global surface of a forward slow shock
are small but the directional changes for the should have a bow-shaped surface with its nose
magnetic field and the relative flow velocity are facing the Sun. Recently, Hundhausen et al.

not necessarily small. On the other hand, in the 11987] studied the outward motion for coronal
region where the plasma 0 value is on the order mass ejections observed by the Skylab coronagraph

of 0.1 or less, the jumps of all physical and the SMM coronagraph. Their conclusion
* properties across a slow shock may vary over a supports the possible formation of forward slow

wide range of magnitudes. Next, we discuss that MHD shocks immediately in front of some coronal
at thc onset of the transition process an mass ejections. They pointed out that in a
interplanetary slow shock smoothly converts to a diverging radial background field a large-scale

system consisting of a slow shock, a very weak traveling forward slow shock may have a rather

rotational discontinuity (an Alfven wave), and a flat configuration, because the upstream inclined

very weak fast shock (a fast MHD wave). We also nature of forward slow MHD shocks is relative to
show that during the transition, the amplitude of the magnetic field geometry. Thus, the observed

0 fluctuations in flow velocity and magnetic fields flattening of the tops of some mass ejection

are large in the turbulent region behind the fast loops support the possible existence of traveling

shock. forward slow shocks.

I. Introduction The Alfven speed decreases at increasing

heliocentric distance in the inner solar wind.
Traveling interplanetary shocks are associated The variation of the shock speed relative to the

with coronal mass ejections and flares. When the solar wind flow is not well understood. Presume

* speed of the ejected material relative to the that the Alfven speed decreases at a rate faster
ambient solar wind exceeds the local than the relative shock speed if the relative
magnetoacoustic speed, a magnetohydrodynamic shock speed also decreases at increasing

(MHD) shock front forms at the leading edge of heliocentric distance. Then as a forward slow
the compressed ambient plasma shell. The shock travels outwards from the Sun, the decrease
solutions of MHD shocks may be expressed as in the Alfven speed causes the shock Alfven

functions of three dimensionless upstream number of a forward slow shock to become greater
conditions: the shock Alfven number based on the than I at increasing heliocentric distances and

relative shock speed A - Un/(a cos 0), the shock the shock evolves from a forward slow shock into
angle 0, and the plasma t value. Here Un is the a forward fast shock. Because the fast-mode MHD

normal component of the relative shock speed, a waves and MHD shocks are downstream-inclined, the
the Alfven speed, 0 the acute angle between the large-scale global surface of a traveling forward

shock normal and the magnetic field, and 0 the fast shock has a bow-shaped surface with its nose
ratio of t~e thermal pressure p to the magnetic facing away from the Sun.

pressure B /8s. Two kinds of MHD shocks, the fast Paper I suggested a possible process for the

and the slow shocks, may oxist. A shock is a slow transition of a forward slow shock to a forward
shock If the shock Alfven number A is less than I fast shock. During the transition, the system

and is a fast shock if A is greater than I. The consists of a forward slow shock, a forward fast

shock, and a forward rotational discontinuity.
Copyright 1988 by the American Geophysical Union. The three surfaces of discontinuity intersect

along a closed transition line. At the onset of
Paper number 7A9249. the transition process the fast shock and the
0148-0227/88/007A-9249$0,.00 rotational discontinuity are very weak. As the

~25l
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10 of the MHD shock equations as functions of three
dimensionless upstream parameters the shock

Alfven number A, the shock angle 61, and ,91. The
subscript 1 denotes the flow condition on the
front side (upstream) of a shock, and 2 denotes
the flow condition on the back side (downstream).

t10 The plasma density p, the thermal pressure p, and

* ,the total pressure p* (the sum of the thermal and1 the magnetic pressures) all increase across an

MHD shock. The magnetic field and the shock angle
decrease across a slow shock. The decrease in

shock angles across a slow shock may be called

1.2 the deflection angle 6. In this section, we

1.0 present the solution of slow shocks in a three-
dimensional parameter space, the A,6 6.-space as

0.1 shown in Figures 1-3. All calculations are
carried out using the ratio of specific heats y =

_-----_ 5/3 for fully ionized plasma. A parametric stud%

, of MHD slow shocks in different combination of
two dimensional parameter space has also been

. reported by Edmiston and Kennel 'i986'

Let us first examine the domain in which slow

90* shock solutions exist in the three dimensional

7 . parameter space (Figure 1). Slow shocks exist at

% 60"' all shock angles (from 00 to 900) and at all

values in a certain interval of the shock Aliven
T300 00.... .-. number A,

I ri_0.01 1 + -yfl1/
2  

- ((1 + -t,312,
2  

2 c s 1
1 2

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0- ------------------------ -

A Un/(o cos 6) <2 cos' 1

Fig. 1. This figure depicts the domain in which

slow shock solutions exist in the three- DENSITY RATIO io
dimensional parameter space. The domain of slow
shock solutions in the A,6 1 parameter space < 1.5 5

shrinks as the plasma 61 value increases. The

major change takes place when 01 is between 0.1
and 1. The change becomes very small at very
large or very small 61. 1.5-2.5 1

system moves outward from the Sun the transition 5

line moves laterally across the field lines, the > 2.5 0.5
area enclosed by the closed loop of the
transition line expands continuously, the fast 2

shock grows stronger, and the slow shock becomes
weaker. Eventually, the forward slow shock .0

diminishes and the entire s, stem evolves into a =0.1

forward fast shock. This proposed transition 0.5

process satisfies the necessary condition that
the flows in the immediate neighborhood of the

transition line meet all MHD jump conditions. On
November 12, 1978, ISEE I and 3 observed a high-

speed, quasi-parallel, interplanetary forward 0 -. 01

fast shock which was followed by a rotational 90
°

discontinuity [Kennel et al., 1984a, b]. This

event resembles the kind of transition process 60'
described here. S

In this paper, we will discuss three aspects 30
of traveling interplanetary forward slow shocks. ¥ ,'.;" . 001
We will first present a survey of slow shocks in 9 02 04 06 08 0

a three dimensional parameter space. Then, we A Un/(a cos 9)
will discuss the onset of the transition process. Fi

Finally, we will discuss the turbulent nature of Fig. 2. This figure presents a three-dimensional

the flow field behind the fast shock during the plot of the constant contours for the density

transition process, ratios across MilD slow shocks. The jump in •
density across a slow shock, 12/1, varies over a

2. A Three-Dimensional Parametric Survey wide range of magni tude, from very weak to

of Slow Shocks moderately strong, in the low 3 region (where 01
< O.1). On the other hand, only weak

In paper 1, we obtained a direct and simple discontinuitv in density across a slow shock

solution for the jump conditions of MIlD ohlique (r2/2 1 < 1i5) occurs in tn high ;i region (where

shocks. The method calculates the exact solut ion 01 > 1.0).
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PRESSURE RATIO discontinuities in density, then from Figure 2 we10 can reach a conclusion that slow shocks covering

< 2 a wide range of strength for the discontinuity in
5 density (from very weak to moderately strong)

exist in the low 8y region (where 01 < 0.1). On

S2-10 2 the other hand, only weak discontinuities in

10 density exist in the high 0 region (where 1 >

1.0 1). Next, we study the discontinuities in
5 pressure for slow shocks. From a plot of the

>10 0.5 pressure ratios in Figure 3 we can reach the same
conclusion. In the coronal space where the 0

2 value of the solar wind is much less than 1, the
jump in thermodynamic properties across a slow

1.0 shock may vary over a wide range. On the other
= 0 o w oohand near I AT' where the average value cf the

0.5 solar wind is on the order of 1, the jump in
thermodynamic properties across a slow shock is
always very weak.

The jumps in other physical properties offer
X different ways to measure the effect of an MHD

0.1 slow shock on the plasma and fields. The constant
90 0contours for B2 /B I at E - 0.2 were plotted in

Figure 1 of paper 1. A whole range of changes in
2/BI, from 0 to 1, may take place in the domain

o slow shock solutions at E - 0.2. Across an MHD
I,30 °  shock the magnetic field vector abruptly changes

. O . its direction by the deflection angle. The
0 0.2 ' 0. 0 01 relative flow velocity also make a sudden change

in its direction acrc. s .-. MHD shock by an angle
A = UI(a cos e) approximately in the similar magnitude as the

deflection angle. Constant contours for the
Fig. 3. This figure presents a three-dimensional deflection angle, 0 < 6 < 900, were plotted in
plot of the constant contours for the pressure Figure 4 of paper 1. All field-related
ratios across MHD slow shocks, p2/p I. We can properties, such as B2 /B1 and 6, change over the
reach the same conclusion regarding the same ranges in the domain of slow shock solutions

discontinuity in pressure as functions of the for any given value of 0l.
plasma P value from Figures 2 and 3. In the The plasma 0 value is on the order of 0.1 in
coronal space where the P value of the solar wind coronal space, it increases at increasing
is much less than 1, the change in thermodynamic heliocentric distance. In the region where the
properties across a slow shock may vary over z plasma 0 value is on the order of 0.1 or less,
wide range. On the other hand, near 1 AU where all physical properties may jump across a slow
the average 0 value of the solar wind is in the shock over a wide range magnitudes. Near I AU
order of 1, the jump in thermodynamic p-operties where the plasma 0 value is on the order of 1 or
across a slow shock is always very weak. greater, the jumps in thermodynamic properties

across a slow shock must be small but the jumps
in field-related properties are not necessarily

The lower limit is equivalent to the evolutionary small. Traditionally, we measure the strength of
condition that a shock by the jump in density or pressure across

the shock (p2/p1 or pj/pl). Actually, a shock may
Unl > Csl be called a weak shock wave only when the

discontinuity in every quantity is small. A slow
where C. is the normal speed kthe phase speed) of shoe with small discontinuity in tnermodynamic
the slow magnetoacoustic wave. At the lower limit properties is not necessarily a weak one. When
the deflection angle 6 0 0, and there is no jump the discontinuities in thermodynamic properties
in p, T, p, B, or p*. Whe 1 81 - 900, the lower are small, the identification of a slow shock
limit equals (I + 2/yI )- . When 81 - 0, the becomes difficult from plasma observations.
lower limit equals -yi/2 for 01 < 2 /-y and equals
1 for fi > 2/. The slow shocks at the upper 3. Onset of the Transition Process
limit of A - 1 are the switch-off shocks which
turn off the tangential component of the magnetic It is convenient to discuss the onset of the
field (i.e., 82 - 0 and 6 - 81). The domain of transition process using an AB coordinate system
slow shock solutions in the A,01 parameter space as shown in Figure 4. Here A is the shock Alfven
shrinks as the plasma 01 value increases as shown number and B stands for the ratio of the magnetic
in Figure 1. The major -hange takes place when 0i field B2/BI. We may call the region in which both
is between 0.1 and 1. The change becomes very A and B2/B I are greater than 0 and less than 1 a
small at very large or very small 0l. slow region, the quadrant in which both A and

Figures 2 and 3, respectively, present the B2/BI are greater than I the fast quadrant, and
constant contours for the jumps in density and the point at which both A and B2 /BI are unity the
pressure across slow shocks, namely the ratio Alfven point. The domain of solutions for slow

021P1 or p2 /pl, as functions of three independent shocks is limited to the slow region in the AB
parameters, A, 01 and 01. If we call those slow plane. As discussed in the previous section, the
shocks with p2/P1 < 1.5 as weak discontinuities domain shrinks as the plasma 01 value increases.
in density and those with 021PI > 2.5 as strong The domain of solutions for th fast shocks is
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3- ~ ' ' l As the forward slow shock travels outwards1from the Sun, the decrease in the Alfven speed

S = 2.0 causes the shock Alfven number to reach I near
the nose of the shock surface, the transition

7 ~ from a forward slow shock to a forward fast shock
2-- begins to take place. At the onset of the

-, ?transition pr-.ss the interplanetary forward
rn - slow shock smoothly converts to a system

- - consisting of a forward slow shock, a very weak

.n forward rotational discontinuity (an Altven
0-- wave), and a very weak forward fast shock (a fast

MHD wave) On the AB plane the mapping of the
Iow s'k st near the nose lies in the

90 k limmediate neighborhood of the Al1Een Point in the

90\ slow region. As shown in the lower panel of

0 - 7_------r T_ -Figure 4 the shock angle approaches 00. The

limiting case of the shock is a gasdvnamic normal

shock with finite strength. The slow shock31 t ' , , , - continues to carry the finite jumps in pres:.
3 - and density and propagates in the solar wind

0.2 ._" - frame. The rotational discontinuity maps with the
7Alfven point. On the AB plane, the newly

- generated weak fast shock maps with points in the
SHOCK ANGLE 0 40,1/ immediate neighborhood of the Alfven point in the

2- . / fast quadrant.
/ 7 A smooth conversion requires that at the onset

----- , of transition the three discontinuity surfaces

/ - / (the slow shock, the weak rotational

. .discontnuit i. . .. f Lt shock) mov_ at
' / the same speed. In Figure 4, the upper panel

plots the solution curves for MHD shocks on the
AB plane with > 2/ and the lower panel plots
the solution curves with 0 < 2/3. When 0 > 2/y,
fast shock solutions do not exist near the Alfven

0 point in the AB plane. Thus, a smooth conversion
0 0 0.8-1-2+ at the onset of transition is not possible when 0Alfven A = 6 8 1 > 

2
/- or 1.2. The onset of transition must occur

Alfvn Nmbe A U,/( co G)in the region of interplanetary space where 0 <

Fig. 4. The upper panel plots the solution 
2
/- or 1.2.

curves for MHD shocks with f > 2/ and the lower

panel plots the solution curves with 0 < 2/y. At 4. Turbulent Flow behind the Fast Shock
the onset of the transition process the
interplanetary slow shock near the nose smoothly Figure 5 shows the constant contours of

converts to a system consisting of a slow shock, deflection angle and the pressure ratio in the
a very weak rotational discontinuity (an Alfven domain of fast shock solutions in the A9 plane at
wave), and a very weak fast shock (a fast MHD a given 6 value. The shock Alfven number of fast

wave). When f > 2/y, fast shock solutions do not shocks has a lower limit
exist near the Alfven point where both A and

B2/B I are unity. Thus, the onset of transition I + 701/2 + ((I + -l/2)
2

- 2 2 cos2 i
1
1/2

must occur in the region of interplqnetary spac-e A >

where 6 < 2/- or 1.2. At the onset of transition 2 cos 2l
the slow shock, the weak rotational discontinuity
and the weak fast shock move at the same speed At the lower limit the fast shock approaches a
equal to a in the solar wind frame of reference, fast magnetoacoustic wave, the deflection angle 6

equals 0, and there is no jump in any physical

limited to the fast quadrant of the AB plane. property.
Rotational discontinuities and Alfven waves are When a forward transition system consisting of

represented by a single point, the Alfven point a slow shock, a fast shock, and a rotational

of the AB plane. discontinuity propagates in interplanetary space
A forward slow shock can travel in the inner with f < 1.2, the shock Alfven numbers of the

solar wind having a bow-shaped surface with its fast shock near the nose are slightly g-eater
nose facing the Sun. A large pressure jump than I and the shock angles are very small. Flom
bounded by the discontinuity surface of the Figure 5 we can see that the deflection angles

forward slow shock propagates forward in the are quite significant and change rapidly for fast
solar wind frame of reference. On the curved shocks in this neighborhood of the parameter
surface of the forward slow shock the shock space. The shocks signiricant] 'v change the

Alfven number is less than I everywhere, although directions of the magnetic field and the relative
it varies from point to point. The slow shock flow velocity. The fast shocks in this
should be relatively stronger at the nose. It neighborhood of the parameter space are near
becomes weaker on the flank and asymptotically switch-on shocks. Switch-on shocks and near
approaches slow mode MHD waves. Across all points switch-on shocks may exist in the region where q
of this single surface the shock solutions are < 1.2. Small random fluctuations in plasma flow

located on the slow region of the AB plane. and magnetic fields on the front side of the
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90 3 three surfaces of discontinuity move at nearly
the same speed (the Alfven speed) in the solar

75" - 3 =0,2 wind frame of reference.

C Pi =I Finally, we show that during the transition,

0the amplitude of fluctuations in flow velocity
-~ and magnetic fields are large in the turbulent

C itegion behind the fast shock.
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FORWARD-REVERSE SHOCK PAIRS ASSOCIATED WITH CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS

Y. C. Whang

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.

Abstract. For some coronal mass ejections and the magnetic pressures) all increase across
(CMEs), their interaction with the ambient solar an MHD shock. The magnetic field and the shock
wind can produce a forward-reverse shock pair. angle decrease across a slow shock and increase

The high-speed mass ejecta compresses the plasma across a fast shock. The change in shock angle
near the top of the CME on both sides of the across an MHD shock may be called the deflection
tangential discontinuity which separates the CME angle. Edmiston and Kennel [1986j and Whang
plasma from the ambient solar wind plasma. The [19881 have studied the slow shock solutions for

front of the compressed CME plasma propagates in the jumps of physical properties as functions of
the ceverse direction relative to the ejecta various combinations of dimensionless parameters.
flow, it may steepen to from a reverse slow The plasma 6 value plays an interesting role
shock The front of the compressed solar wind in the jumps of thermodynamic properties across
plasma also propagates in the forward dircction slow shocks. In coronal space where the 0 value
relative to the ambient solar wind and it may of the solar wind is on the order of 0.1 or less,
stt.cpei to form a forward shock. The forward- the discontinuity in thermodynamic properties

t ,ock 1,iL .... a with CMEs moves across a slow shock may vary over a wide range of
outwaro in interplanetary space and evolves into magnitudes. On the other hand, near 1 AU where
a pair of fast shocks. The interplanetary the average 0 value of the solar wind is on the
manifestation of some CMEs is pictured as a order of 1, the jump in thermodynamic properties
magnetic cloud accompanied by a shock pair: a across a slow shock becomes very small. The jump
forward shock precedes the cloud and a reverse in field-related properties behaves quite

shock either within or behind the cloud, differently. At any given values of 6, in the
domain of solutions for slow shocks the magnetic

1. Introduction field ratio B?/B 1 changes over a whole range,
from 0 to 1, and the deflection angle also

The possible existence of forward slow shocks changes over a whoie range, 0 < 6 < 900. A shock
preceding some coronal mass ejections (CMEs) has may be called a weak shock wave only when the

* been suggested by Whang 19871 and by Hundhausen discontinuity in every quantity is small. A slow
et al. [1987]. Whang also showed that transition shock with small discontinuity in thermodynamic
from a traveling forward slow shock to a forward properties is not necessarily a weak shock.
fast shock can take place in interplanetary However, when the discontinuities in
space. This paper suggests that a reverse slow thermodynamic properties are small, the
shock associated with CMEs can form under some identification o a slow shock from plasma

circumstances, and it shows that when such a observations becomes difficult.

shock is present it will evolve into Leverse fast
shock. 2. Forward-Reverse Shock Pairs

The solutions of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)

shocks may be expressed as functions of three We would like to investigate the dynamic
dimensionless upstream parameters: the shock interaction between the coronal mass ejecta and
Alfven number based on the relative shock speed A the ambient solar wind. Reference should be made
- Un/(a cos 6), the shock angle 8, and the plasma to an excellent review of recent work on CMEs by
3 value. Here Un is th2 normal component of the Kahler [19871. The association between

• relative shock speed, a the Alfven speed, 8 the interplanetary shocks and CMEs has been clearly
acute angle between the shock normal and the demonstrated nsing shocks detected at Helios I
magnetic field, and 9 the ratio of the thermal and CMEs observed from Solwind coronagraph
pressure p to the magnetic presqure B

2
/8r. Two [Sheeley et al.. 1985]. With very few exceptions,

kinds of MHD shocks, the fast and the slow interplanetary shocks are produced by major CMEs
shocks, may exist. A shock is a slow shock if the and are confined in latitude to within 150 of the
shock Alfven number A is less than 1, a fast angular extents of the CMEs measured at 10 Ro
shock if A is greater than 1. In coronal space, The number of slow shocks observed in

the Alfven speed is on the order of 1000 km/s. If interplanetary space is very small. Chao and
a forward MHD shock forms preceding the Olbert [1970] have identified two forward slow
compressed ambient plasma shell associated with shocks, Burlaga and Chao [1971] found a reverse

( -Mr c - she,!, ? f,,en number can be less than a,'d a forward slow shock, Richtcr -t al. [1985j

I and the shock can be a forward slow shock, reported a very certain identification of a
The plasma density p, the thermal pressure p, forward slow shock.

and the total pressure p* (the sum of the thermal We may call the ejected material the CME
• plasma which is separated from the solar wind

plasma in the background corona by a tangential
Copyright 1988 by the American Geophysical Union. discontinuity. The large momentum of the high-

speed mass eiecta exerts an excessive pressure on
Paper number 8A9491. the ambient plasma shell in a narrow region in
0148-0227/88/008A-9491$02.00 front of the CME. This causes a sudden increase
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is greater than C, but I ss : ham cuT a S n-
-' is the relative shock speed the above cottdition

T does not imply that tihe absolucte v. ,iocitv of the

ejecta is low. We do not vet harve a wor" to
vplain why thu pressure fronct st-prc, aom 0

slow shock rather than a fast shock i low Ili

- J. plasma in the coronal environment n. possibi,
S N(ta oservation of forward slow shocks associate,

ecw with CME by Hundhausen et al. 1987 provides

-hs orvational support for such a hvpoth"s m
this basis we estimate that the reverse shock c am
be a slow shock whether the forward on, is a

- \ slow-mode or a fast-mode shock.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the forward-reverse

shock pair associated with CMEs in :he early
phase of the shock pair. A large portio 0 , 0 :

Fig. 1. The direct impact of high-speed mass shock surface inside the ejecta is q a Q,

ejerta on the ambient solar wind compress the shock i the hc k a si

plasma near the top of CME on both sides of the perpendicular shock with the shock anls

tangential discontinuity. This interaction s l less tand o 
e  . 

900 F sheq d t .,

produces a forward shock preceding the CME and a 0' c
slow shocks with large shock angle ;' exit at aAl

reverse shock in the CME plasma closely behind values. In thc limit of 6 - QOO, the defl, ,cr
the leading edge. angle 6 approaches zero and the ratio ot 0.

total pressr? p* 2/p*1 approaches uity The

thermal pressure always increases m;d the

in the pressure of the plasma shell. When the magnetic pressure always decreases across a siew
velocity at the front of the CME relative to the shock, but the two effects cancel oit in the
ambient solar wind exceeds the local limiting, case of 9- QUO Becaus a he to: ! •

magnetoacoustic speed, a forward MHD shock may pressure p* must he continuous at ,rv it

form preceding the compressed ambient plasma across a tangential disconti it v, the jump in p*
shell. The nose of the shock should be at some across the reverse slow shock must be maintained
standoff nistance from the top of the CME. The acrosN the boundary surtace of the CME plasma as

shock is a forward slow shock if the normal the shock intersects with the boundary. This
component of the relative shock velocity Un is requires that the reverse shock must extend to
greater than the slow mode magnetoacoustic speed the solar wind outside of the tangential
but less than a cos d. The shock is a fast shock discontinuity. The dynamical equilibrium of the 0

if U. is greater than both the fast-mode solar wind flow field in the neighborhood of the
magnetoacoustic speed and ., cos 0. ejecta has to be maintained in such a way that

Recently. Hundhausen et al. ;19871 studied this boundary condition be satti " d, In Figure
CMEs observed from the coronagraphs aboard Skylab 2, we use an rt diagram to demons: rate thc

and on the Solar Maximum Mission satellite. The forward-reverse shock pair near the top of a CME.
observed flattening of the tops of some mass As mass ejections sweep through the corona, a

ejection loops suggests the possible existence of tangential discontinuity separates the CME plasma 0
traveling forward slow shocks immediately in from the solar wind in the background corona, a

front of some CMEs. Their study of the cerved reversP slow shock propagates in the region of
speeds for the outward motion of CMEs shows that CME plasma, while a forward shock propagates in
the speed at which a CME is overtaking the the solar wind ahead of the PME. The dotted lines
ambient coronal plasma is less than the Alfven indicate the paths of fluid elements.
speed but greater than the sound speed for many Numerical simulations have been used to

(probably most) observed CMEs. This also supports demonstrate the possible existence of forward

the possible existence of forward slow shocks shock in association with flares by Hundhausen 0
In response to the large pressure in the aid Gentry A 960: and the possible etAistence ot

compressed ambient plasma shell, the CME plasma forwcrd reverse MHD shock pairs by Steinolfso e:

immediately behind the tangential discontinuity al, 1075 and Whang 1084. The evolution of a
is also decelerated, compressed and heated. This corotating streams also leads to the formation of

compressed CME plasma is confined in a narrow a corotating forward-reverse shock pair [Dessler

leading edge region bounded by the tangential and Fejer, 1963; Sonnett and Colburn. 1965 Whang
discontinuity on the forward side and by a and Chien, 1981]. The region bounded by a •

pressure front on the reverse side. The pressure corotating shock pair is known as a corotating

front propagates in the reverse direction interaction region (CIR). Evolution of corotating
relative to the motion of the ejected material shock pairs and CIR has been very well studied in
Due to greater wave propagation speed on the side the literature (see a review by Burlaga [1988]
of the compressed CME plasma at the pressure and references therein). Corotating shock pairs

front, the pressure profile and the flow speed begin to form at near 1 AU in interplanetary
profile steepen to form a reverse MHD shock as space The shocks are weak near I AU and they
the CME moves outward from the Sun. become quite strong in the outer heliosphere. The •

The ejected CME plasma carrying a strong direction of a corotating stream makes a spiral
magnetic field is a low-0 plasma in which the angle with the heliocentric radial direction.
slow mode magnetoacoustic speed Cs is much less This effect substantially reduces the normal

than the Alfven speed a. The reverse shock impact of the momentum of a high-speed stream on

associated with CME can be a slow shock if the preceding solar wind streams. In contrast, the
normal component of the relative shock speed Un coronal mass ejecta can exert a direct impact ott
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i00

E

Background Corona

Heliocentric distance r

Si. 2 As iass e e-t io rs sweep through the '0 ra a -ang n [a digner 11 t- Il at 'i,-W

the (ME t lasra itr,i, the solar w n>d ir. 'Ie background coronna, a rever.e s' hi -i; ,i

gates in the rei iot. of , E plasma, '*'hilt a ffor %W r, r sIork ProT, a7', s I s ', r

ahead of the CME "'. dotted iliies Itdicatt the jiths of t i' m t'Its

the ambient solar wind The plasma pressure catn fi -ii I ant v 1ower h'i ] 1u n B. , .,
build up very rapidly near the top ot a CM E on i j82 - showed that clouds persisted n
both sides of the tanFent ial discontinuity which distances ot 2 to 4 Al' and est iSated 'hat I.
separates the CME'F plasma forn the aihient s,,r front and rear of a clouid expand at i spI .,i

0 wind piasira Thus the torward tever,'i, shck pirs the order of half the Alfven speed I i!
associated with CMEs -an form ver rapidly in Burlaga '1'192' identified -I-) ic oads Jn
cio rorn I space i nt erp 1 ane ar Y d at a of z ;a ic, d : ear 1 AL" W

lQ67 aid 1'j78 Ahout one thrd ot :htem ir ,
Interplanetary Evolution of preceded bv a shock, and these clotds, ippt a' t,

CME-Associated Shock Pairs he moving faster than the amhle sit s.ai: wind

,Ii a d Thev c Ton pa red the pI V p fs
Two important evolutions of the shock pairs atitiet ic" c'ouds witt, thlo:i; ii M s ,id S, ,

associated with CMEs may occur it interplanetarv ,, associtatio f l .soli', iloud w ' ' d;s ctrl'tt ,

spa-ce First. a (ME loop mav disconnect from the magnetic structures of CMEs A g ood Cast of ci
Sun to form a closed maenetic structure. The association between a (ME obser''ved b So-winI , :ld
diiiscot ,cted bubble is ielieved to manifest as i a magnetic cloud observed at i AU A I" \ v elit I im

magtetic cloud in interplanetarv space. Second. two das later was presi nted iv Burliga et ai
slow shocks mav convert to last shocks. As a 1982
result, we picture the interplanetary consequence The Alfven speed decreases at i ncteasini
of some CMEs as a magnetic cloud accompanied by a heliocentric distance in the inner solar 'wind As
shock pair: a r-.,ard fast shock precedes the a forward or reverse slow shock travels outwatrd
cloud and a reverse fast sIcck -iO ,,r within or from the Sun, the decrease in the Alfven speed
behind the cloud. Causes the shock Alfver nuirbe to beotme grtatt

MacQueen '1980, studied the average CME than l at increasing helioct'ntric distance s and
occurrence rate and the magnetic flux present in the shock evolves from a slow shock ito a last
each (ME lie sugges ted that CMEs do not carr out shock. The transition of a forward slow shock
a distended field ver far to interplattetary which preedes a tME to a forward fast shock l,,,a
",ace but rather are subect to a reconnect ioo been discussed by 'Whang 1108:" The reverse s, ow
process lie proposed that CME loops mrust shock may also evolve into a ree rse fast shock
magnetically disconnect from the Sun aid form a The onset for the transition of reverse s!ow
( losed magnetic structure The disconnected shoCks may take place at the tangent ia l
bubble continues outward into interplanetary discontinuitv which is the bount'r' hetwee tht
space CME plasma and the ambient solar -wind. i:nsid tIe

Bu,laga et al '1931 analV7fed the magnet ii bu rla r,. or outs ide thh. Iiiidiv
field cont tigurat ion beh ind three sl.ocks The'
found a svstemat iic contf iguratio : of the magnet ic (ccic nce of -Transi t ti onlI ide o Out stit') ot
field and cal led it tit magnetic cloud A ',MEs
magnetic cloud is ident ified as an interplanetary
structure in which the magnetic field strength is It the onse. of transition of reverse shocks
higher than average, the magnetic field direction occurs either inside or outside of the boundary
rotates monotonically through a large angle, the tangential surface, the process should be similit
temperature is low, and the plasma 5 is to that for the transition of forward shocks
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Transition of a reverse slow \shock to a reverse fast shock

B2  B B

Sun -I

Fig 3 This figure depicts the process for the transition of a reverse slow shock into

a reverse fast shock The normal vectors n point in the dicection of plasma f low relative

to the shock skurface

Figure 3 depicts the transition of a reverse slow The fast shock of a forward or reverse

shock to a reverse fast shock The vector n transition system is a near switchon shock.
,,i- the n-.rmal i ction pointing in the across which small r ndom fluctuations in plasma

direction of plasma flow relati-e to the shock flow and magnetic 'ieids on the front side of *he

surface The solar wind plasma enters a shock shock are considerably amplified The flow

!rom its front side The front side (the upstzram becomes verv turbulent behind nearlv switch-on

side/ of a reverse shock is the side closer to shocks Therefore during the transition, the

the Sur and the back side the downstream side) ampli-ide of fluctuati,ns in flow lo.ctv, iu(t

is the side further away from the Sun. The magnetic fields are large in :he turbulect leegjon

surface of a reverse sl.w shock has a bow-shaped behind the fast shock Whang. Iq88
surface with its nose facing away from the Sun Kennel et al 1148oa. b r,-po ted a sequence

and the surface of a reverse fast shock has a of events observed from ISEE 1 and I that seems
how-shaped surface with its nose facing the Sun to resemble the forward transition system (In

As the reverse slow shock moves outwards from No-ember 1., 1478. the passage over the IS""

the Sun, the decrease in the Aifven speed causes spacecraft of a high-speed, quasi-parallel.

the shock Alfven number to reach I near the nose interplanetarv forward fast shock with U 240
of the shock surface, the transition from a km s -lIq I - 410, a I= 16 0 km sl atu nI 1 •

reverse slow shock to a reverse fast shock begins The shock is fitlowed b a strong magnetic field

to take place at a point of the shock surface rotation at approximatelv af RE dowTustream of the
where the shock angle equals 00 At the onset of shock, and an extended region of m'tetse MH1)

the transition process the reverse slow shock turhulence between the shock and !he magnt-Ic
smoothl> converts to a system consisting of a field rotat ion They reported that the shock was
reverse slow shock, a very weak reverse probablv associated with the pair of flares
rotational discontinuity (an Alfven wave), and a beginning at 0048 and 0113 IT on November 10.
very weak reverse fast shock (a fast MHD wave). A 198

smooth conversion requires that at the onset of
transition the three discontinuity surfaces ithe Occurrence of Transition at the Boundar_y of CMEs

slow shock, the weak rotational discontinuity and

the weak fast shock, move at the same speed Figure 1 shows that a reverse slow shock in
Tihang :1987, 19881 shows that the onset of t.he CME plasma extend to the ambient solar wind

transition must occur in the region of outside of the tangential discontinuity surface.

interplanetary space where B - y or / it the reiative flow velocity across the

During the transition, the system consists of tangential discontinuity is less than the Alfven

a reverse slow shock, a reverse fast shock, and a speeds on both sides, the flow satisfies the
reverse rotational discontinuity. The three criterion of Kelvin-Helmholtz stability The flow
surfaces of discontinuity intersect along a velocity and the Alfven speed are discontinuous

closed transition line. As the system moves across a tangential discontinuity But the total

outward from the Sun, the transition line moves pressure p* must be continuous across a
laterally across the field lines, the area tangential discontinuity and the magnetic field
enclosed by the closed loop of the transltin vectors and the relative flow velocities on both

line expands continuously, the fast shock grows sides most be parallel to the tangential
stronger, and the slow shock becomes weaker, discontinuity surface As the shock angle
Eventually, the reverse slow shock diminishes and decreases across the reverse slow shock inside

the entire system evolves into a reverse fast the CME, the boundary surface must deflect by a
shock, small angle at the location where the reverse
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slow shock intersects the tangential across the shocks as the svstem moves awav- trom
discontinuity. The flow pattern near the the Sun.
deflection point of the boundary in the ambient Klein and Burlaga '1982 reported that about

solar wind may consists of a reverse slow shock, one third of clouds identified near I AU between

a reverse rotational discontinuity, and a reverse 1967 and 1978 are preceded by a shock There are

fast shock. Depending on the physical properties two examples involving the observation of a

outside the CME boundary, the slow (fast) shock reverse shock and a magnetic cloud R P Leppi rn

can be replaced by a continuous centered slow et al. (private communication, 1988) have

(fast) expansion wave. As the cluster consisting observed one: their report will soon be read; for

of the cloud and the shock pair moves outward journal publication. Another eveit it:.olving ,
from the Sun, the decrease in the Alfven speed reverse shock and a magpetic cloud was observed

can cause a possible conversion of the pattern on August, 1982, from "oyage ' Buraga l

for shocks and discontinuities near the 1985>. The observed cloud 1emaie stable out to

deflection point of the boundary in the ambient 10.3 AU after a propagation time of approximate1."
solar wind from the pattern of a reverse slow a month. The cloud had a dirtehtsion of the order

followed by a reverse rotational discontinuit; to of I AU and was preceded b two shocks and an
that of a reverse fast shock preceded by a interface and followed by a reverse fast snock at

reverse rotational discontinuity about 0i. AU behind the cloud This observatioii

probably extiains that for a lon?.-ived clou.
4 Conclusions the reverse shock had enough time tn propagate

through the cloud, exited -he rear of the cl,,;d

For some coronal mass eject s (CMEs),. the and appeared closely behi toh clo d

direct impact ot the high-speei mass electa on

the ambient solar wind can substantial ly compress Acktnowittgmerit P e F
the plasma near the leading edge of the CME on Bohannon, L. F. Bura a, S KIhier, ii'd t
both sides of the tangential discontinui'y which Kennel for useful discussions of this topics, a:.d

separates the CME plasma from the ambient solar F Burlaia for his comt". 0 t in. scrtrc

wind plasma. This interaction can produce a This work was supported ts the Air Ftice Ofi; I-

forward shock preceding the CME and a reverse of Scientific Research indet contra ,'

slow shock in the CME plasma closely behind the by the Atmospheric 8cie

leading edge. As the forward-reverse shock pair National Sc ience Foundca'i': und" r A:".

moves outward in interplanetary space, it evolves 140

into a pair of fast shocks. If the magnetic The Edi!or t hIrks P S - 1 T
clouds are indeed the interplanetary .;nother retre., t r ' 1., i ,

manifestations of the disconnected magnetic this paper

structures of CMEs, then the reverse shock

propagates within the magnetic cloud as the cloud

moves outward from the Sun Eventually, the Pe eret,'os

reverse shock exits the cloud to became detached

from the magnetic cloud. Then both the forward Burlag. L F . Inttacti:n region

and the reverse shocks propagate in the ambient dis tant solar Wind, Procoedi f S . .1

solar wind as shown in Figure 4. If this picture Six. NCAR Tech Note in. ptI I'

is correct, the interplanetary signature of some Burlaga, L F_ and K " BehantIont, Ma',,.!

CMEs at large heliocentric distances may consist clouds Voyager observat im.; etwen .' ai-.!

of a magnetic cloud wrapped around by an AU. Sol Phvs., 8 181

ineraction region. which in turn is bounded by a Burlaga. L. F and hao R.I:se

pair of fast shocks The solar wind plasma forward slow shocks in the soa; wit ,!.

Conttn',iouslv adds to the interaction region Geophs Res . fi. -,, 'I

Burlaga, L F F Sittlel F Mtrl ,ti . a:,'!

Schwenn, Magnetic loop hehiT ! ' in t

planetarv shock '.%, ifer F, , I .; :. :M}'

n- ol observatio It ,', R. "
- . . .. .1991

Buriagd, h F 1 K " I e 1'11 ,:r . ,1V

J. Michels, R A Howard. M oom, R

Schwenn, and H Rosetnhauez A mAint." 'S L'N 8- "'"' (; ,and a coronal mpass; eiecti, , .-enph'%- R,'-

< '. _/ / 1 '" "-" .'Lett 1 3, 11 . '8

- -_ -/ - - - - -- Burlaga. I. I , F B Mconald. M , I; ei

and A. J l.a7aT~is, C, ic tatv mnodi-I to' tin
turbulent interic: ion A'

Reversc Shock-i -_ tophvs Res t . , 1 . "

Forward Shock ii

Fig 4. The reverse shock propagates within the Des. e I , A .T''' , i ' A
cloud as it moves outward from the Sun. of Kp index and M ' , 'rt i,,

Eventually, the reverse shock exits the cloud to Pm.anet Space Sci .

bFcome detached from the magnetic cloud. The dmist on, I P , aid F i. r .r A, ,r, z i

cloud is now wrapped around by an interaction st'IdV 't sl'w s'," 'K P r 1', Hu',,, ,, , :: 1, .7

,egion which is itself bound by a pair of a n 'iti aI Mo 1. tip h' 
, 

.',hI'. r'

forward reverse fast 3hocs. Ql I 41 1 .
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CME ASSOCIATED1 FORWARD-REVERSE
SHOCK PAIRS

Y. C. Whariii

ABS TRACT

For some coronal mass ejections (CME7s), their interaction with the ambient solar wind can
produce a forward-reverse shock pair. The high-speed mass ejecta compresses the plasma near
The top of the Cf-E on both sides of the tangential discontinuity which separates the CM-E
plasma from the ambient solar wind plasma, The front of the compressed CME plasma propagates
in the reverse direction relative to the ejecra flow, it may steepen to from a reverse slow
shock. The front of the compressed solar wind plasma also propagates in the forward direction
relative to the ambient solar wind and it may steepen to form a forward shock. The forward-

rvreshock pair associated with Ci4Es moves outwardinntrleayspcadevvs

into a pair of fast shocks. The interplanetary manifestation of some CMEs is pictured as a
c loud aCCoir1patiied 1w a shock pair: a forward shock precedes the cloud and a reverse

sh!ock cither within or behind the cloud.

I NT I'R 1 VT I ()N

olui olls of M11I) shocks / I/ may he expressed as funct ions of three dimensionless upstream[T
.ndlit ins t le shock Al fvinl numbe r based on the relative shock speed A -Un '(a cus 6) the

.1(11 1 *i d thc plasa Ivle(erU i the normal component of lie relat ive shock
ped, i t III, Alfvon spe ed. 6) the acute anigle betweenl the shock normal,) and the magnetic field.

id;!h rtti of the' thermtial pressure p to the magnetic pressure B' /Siil A shock is a slow
,htrit _hc s~hock Alive!) number A is less than I and is aI fast shock if A is greater thiati

11 ii I it I. I n't tt hlock ankle decrease across a slow shock, they increase across at

11. of;..ionil hit-I i i or tp
1 

dot arv, shocks and CMEs has beer. clearl- demonstrmated usingr
dc: , ~ l I- ut eis I aid u:MI-s observed from Solwind coronagraph /2/. fIn IOSh . 'iane,

* ~ ~ t' possn m,, 'ibl - stence. of forward slow shocks preceding some CMEs and thi,
If Iot io5ll.hoili; to fa p shoc-ks ,'lj./. The theory was reported at the XXVI (AISPAR

M,-*ily, a ToIll-r onl Jl 11'86,~ Whitug e'pl a ined that when the speed of ejected CME matvioil
1 (-1t1 i to T I I it,h)i (11 51, 1a w inii ( - ll& Ie local magnletoacoustiC speed., an Mill) shock'

IItfoil11 rIt I. ladillg. edgef ot till- comnpres-;sed ambient plasma shel' III coro-1nal Space0, tile

sp0 ' 0,; If ii order of 10M1) km,'s. If aI forward MHll shock forms preceding III-
-Mnpl ,I I ilhioi II s, i hf I assoc iatoti wi t~ It Ile CME, thle shock Al f vt-n niimbiir cili he l ess'

t in I ;ind I ;h ock an h(- I forwarid slow shock.

1 i I irho r~ scale geeiomtries of forward slow amid fast .shock-s, aitU the-
iir, ks to il p-.t "hoo.k in thle initner suilat w il.d lii I xt.-.s ale glIol.i I

I t I i ) Il fItlws il 0 .1 ow- ill. V, 'liii uh hive at hw- sliapuif surface wi th its, niose f acntg the sluli

-,l-,l!""lo ... 10 MiIl) *(aves atid MIII),Ihocks are upstrteam- litned. The telat ive shock
lee,( 7If tida Irr - ... 1'intm to poilt oti the cusved sn-iface of aI )D shock. The slow shock is

.1-t iel I i~' itfe io,;-. The shock fi--omes weaker on the f lank and asymptot ical ly

145



shock.
fast shock of a transition system is a near switch-on shock across which small random
fluctuations in plasma flow and magnetic fields on the front side of the shock are
considerably amplified. The flow becomes very turbulent behind nearly switch-on shocks
Therefore, during the transition, the amplitude of fluctuations in flow velocity and mag;n.,
fields are large in the turbulent region behind the fast shock.

Kennel et al. /6,7/ reported the observation of a rotational discontinuity preceded hv a
forward shock from ISEE i and 3. On 12 November 1978, the passage over the ISEE qpacecraft,
a high speed, quasi-,parallel, interplanetary forward fast shock with Uni . 241 km s'l

. 
I

410 , 
a1  160 km s" and i z 1.14. The shock was probably issociated with a pair of flar,.-.

which occurred some 48 hours earlier. The shock is followed b; a strong magnetic field

rotation at approximately 40 RE downstream of the shock, and an extended region of intense
MHD turbulence between the shock and the magnetic field rotation, This sequence of events
observed from ISEE I and 3 seems to resemble a forward transition system.

INTERPLANETARY MANIFESTATION

Two important evolutions of the shock pairs associated with CMEs may occur in interplanetary-
space. First, a CME loop may disconnect from the sun to form a closed magnetic structure. 'i.
disconnected bubble is believed to manifest as a magnetic cloud in interplanetary space.
Second, for some coronal mass ejections (CMEs), the direct impact of the high-speed mass
ejecta on the ambient solar wind can produce a forward shock preceding the CME and a revel st
slow shock in the CME plasma closely behind the leading edge. As the forward-reverse shock
pair moves outwards in interplanetary space, they evolve into a pair of fast shocks.

MacQueen /8/ suggested that CMEs do not carry out distended field very far to interplanetary
space, but rather are subject to a reconnection process. He proposed that CME loops must
magnetically disconnect from the sun and form a closed magnetic structure. The disconnected
bubble continues outward into interplanetary space.

If the magnetic clouds are indeed the interplanetary manifestations of the disconnected
magnetic structures of CMEs then the reverse shock propagates within the magnetic cloud as

the cloud moves outward from the sun. Eventually, the reverse shock exits the cloud to became
ietached from the magnetic cloud as shown in Figure 3. The cloud is now wrapped around by an
interaction region which is itself bound by a pair of forward-reverse fast shocks.

Burlaga and his coworkers /9-11/ identified a magnetic cloud as an interplanetary structure
in which the magnetic field strength is higher than average, the magnetic field direction
rotates monotonically through a large angle, the temperature is low, and the plasma 5 is

significantly lower than 1. Clouds may persisted to the heliocentric distances of 2 to 4 Au
They also suggested an association of some clouds with disconnected magnetic structures of

SUN
Reverse Shck

Forward Shock--

Fi g 3 The reverse shock propagates within the cloud as it moves outward from the Sun.
E'.'entuaIly .the reverse shock exits the cloud to become detached from the magnetic cloud. Th,
cloud is now wrapped around by an interaction region which is itself bound by a pair of 0
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forward-reverse fast shocks.
CMEs. Klein and Burlaga /12/ reported that about one third of clouds identified near I AU

* between 1967 and 1978 were preceded by a shock.

Two recent papers reported the observations of CME associated forward-reverse shock pairs a:
near I AU. Lepping, Ipavich and Burlaga /13/ reported that a large magnetic cloud accompanied

by a shock pair was observed on October 31 and November I of 1972 from IMP 7. The plasma.
magnetic field and energetic particle data observed a forward shock wave followed by a large
tangential discontinuity and a reverse shock. The tangential discontinuity was the forward
boundary of the magnetic cloud. The reverse shock was within the cloud. The flow system was
associated with a unusually longlasting solar flare which occurred some 49 hours earlier.
Gosling et al. 14/ reported that they have identified two CME associated forward-reverse
shock pairs at 1 AU using plasma and magnetic field data from ISEE 3 for the interval from
August 1978 through February 1980. The shock pairs were closely associated with the
propagation of transient disturbances. Strong bidirectional electron heat flux events, which

they identified as the CME driving the shocks, were detected during both of these

disturbances. In the stronger of the two disturbances the reverse shock was found within :h,
CME and was separated from the forward shock by =0.2 AU. In the weaker of the two

• * disturbances the reverse shock had propagated entirely through the CME and trailed the

forward shock by 0.3 - 0.4 AU.

Burlaga et al. /15/ reported another event observed at 10.3 AU from Voager 2 on A,!gust 198.
involving forward, reverse shock waves and a magnetic cloud on August, 1982 from Voyager 2.
The observed cloud remained stable out to 10.3 AU after a propagation time of approximatel.
month. The cloud had a dimension of the order of I AU and was preceded by two shocks and an
interface and followed by a reverse fast shock at about 0.1 AU behind the cloud. This
observation indicates that for a long-lived cloud, the reverse shock had enough time to
propagate through the cloud, exited the rear of the cloud, and appeared closely behind the

cloud.
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